Creativity College and Club Cardinal

Catalysts for what became a 2015-16 School of Innovation plan

These 2013-14 programs promoted:

- creative thinking
- communication skills
- differentiated learning
If all things were possible, what could we do to better prepare our students for tomorrow’s world?
TUNNEL VISION

Isolated, rural area
Helping children feel PART of the world and not APART or removed from the world…

“The World Is Our Classroom”

Cardinal Creativity College
Arkansas School of Innovation
...a place that LOOKS DIFFERENT -- a place that says “innovation”
Morning Assembly
Website - weinerelementary.org

Weiner Elementary

Arkansas School of Innovation

Weiner Elementary School
a great place to be today's kid!

an ARKANSAS SCHOOL OF INNOVATION!!!

(FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK ON CREATIVITY COLLEGE)

We are eager to move in a new direction and take our students in a path that prepares them to be...
Creativity Quote: "I was told I would become nothing. Now I am showing people how big nothing is." (Willard Wigan)

Creativity believes each and every person is capable of greatness -- it may be hard to see, but it is there... it is there.
CREATIVITY

2015

BLAST OFF!

Rub Davis

WELNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Practicing introductions

Teamwork lesson

“C” Seminar

Practicing introductions

Ballroom dancing
Foundation Classes and Project Based Learning Classes
--extension and application
PBL from the Buck Institute for Education
ESPANOL - Native Speaker

- natural cadence and speed of the language
- greater appreciation of the culture

Culture Rich Curriculum
APPROVED WAIVER
for High School credit

2015-2016 Spanish I
2016-2017 Spanish I and Spanish II
The Cardinal Center, located on campus, is comprised of a very active group of senior citizens who volunteer regularly.
The Weiner School Children's Endowment raised over $100,000 for Weiner Elementary.
K - 2nd graders received iPads

3rd & 4th graders received Chromebooks

5th & 6th graders received MacBooks
Community Open House
Teacher Digital Learning Sites

- PARCC Practice
- Kahoot
- Skype
- Dictionary
- Translate
- Flipboard
- Googlr
- thinglink
- Zapion - Learn with Video
- Symboloo EDU
- Webber Elementary Library
- Quizlet
- easelly
- Socrative
- Doctopus
- Google Drive
- Chrome Web Store
- Rainforest U
- g0oNoodle
- Blendspace
- PixarTools
- edublogs
- GER Commons
- BigCampus
- voki
- Class Diigo
- Spanish
- popplet
- Cronon]

Google Search

- Science
- the ARTS
- Tutorials
- Mindmup-AI
- PowToon
- Top Edu Tools
- Federal Resources-Ed.
- Animoto
- Get Dropbox
- Ramino
- EVERNOTE
Digital Connections - the world really is our classroom

Participating in online, international "Hour of Code"

Jane Goodall webinar

Virtual Fieldtrip to Plimoth Plantation!

Blogging With Long Island, New York
The Great Read-Aloud
The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane
Third Graders

Skyping With Balatonboglar, Hungary
Student digital portfolios

WES Maggie's portfolio

2015-16

Navigation
2015-16
WES website
Destiny Quest
WES Library
Zanzl 4 Kids

Soc. Sci.

Display for state of New York - partner project with Tristan

I like cats, dogs, horses, and all animals. I like to read Little House books and hurricane books. I am in Girl Scouts. I have lots of friends. I have 2 cousins that go to this school. I have a cat named Kitty. I had a cat named Edwin. When I grow up I want to be a doctor. My favorite author is Laura Ingalls Wilder. I like to play on my iPad and outside.
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Last updated 2012
“the arts” frameworks are within classroom content...

Visual Art Frameworks for Creative Plants
- VA.6.1.4: Experiment with alternative techniques and media (collage)
- VA.6.1.5: Produce artwork that involves problem solving
- VA.6.1.9: Produce artwork connected to content from other disciplines
- VA.7.1.3: Exhibit artwork

Arts Integration

Lower level Science activity on plants
Field Trips

Science classes attend ARC ATTACK!

First & Second attend the Nutcracker!
All 5th & 6th grade students see

“WICKED” (2014)

“LION KING” (2015)
On-campus Presentations
Community Service Opportunities
Building Character
... digging a deep, supportive foundation at a time when children believe everything is possible...
Sharing What We Do